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1. 
 

Introduction 
 
The Shullman Luxury, Affluence and Wealth Pulse reports on the expectations, behaviors, and plans of 
adults among all U.S. household income segments, with a focus on upscale consumers — the primary drivers 
the luxury, affluence, and wealth-related markets — based on their reported households incomes or on their 
wealth as measured by net worth or investable assets. 
 
As we start 2015 in a U. S. economy that is currently improving as indicated by a number of factors (e.g., 
falling unemployment, very low interest rates, rising stock markets, the highest level of consumer confidence in 
years, and especially the dramatic drop in oil and gasoline prices that have deposited billions of dollars of 
incremental, disposable income into consumers' wallets), we envision more consumers (especially the affluent) 
increasing their shopping for luxury products and services.  This comes with one caveat: that during the year 
no negative economic news or other substantive negative event occurs that materially impacts consumers' 
confidence levels. 
 
This Insights brief addresses three questions we have recently been asked to address:  
 

1. How do all affluent adult consumers describe "luxury" in their own words? 
2. What is the #1 "luxury" brand in the world according to affluent consumers? 
3. Do affluents' descriptions of "luxury" and the #1 "luxury" brands differ by gender?  

 
This brief focuses on "affluent" adults (age 18+) — those adults living in households whose household incomes 
begin at $75,000 (the top 34 percent of all households) and range to $500,000 or more.  This brief also focuses 
on affluent men and women separately.  Would the insights regarding "luxury" descriptions and brands as well 
as their rank orders be different if the household income level that defines affluence in this brief were higher 
(for example at the $250,000+ or $500,000+ levels)?  The brands and rankings do differ, and subscribers to 
the Shullman Pulse have access to these insights. 
 
The following chart summarizes the number of adults (18+ in age) in the United States by gender based on 
estimates from the March 2014 Current Population Survey of the Bureau of the Census that were published in 
September 2014. 
 

Number of Adults in United States in Millions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All adults: 239  Men: 116 Women: 123 

Total household income $75,000 or more: 99 

Total household income under $75,000: 141  Men: 65 Women: 75 

Men: 51 Women: 48 

Source: Bureau of the Census, March 2014 Current Population Survey 



2. 
 

Executive Summary 
 
When it comes to describing luxury in their own words (and not necessarily the words that luxury marketers 
may use), affluent men and women agree that the themes "expensive" and "quality" most often come to mind.  
However, when defining other attributes of luxury, as well as naming their #1 brand (Rolls-Royce for men; 
Gucci for women), there is a decided gender gap. 
 
For example, affluent women note "jewelry," "premium," "best," "fine," "designer," and "money" as elements of 
luxury that affluent men do not include among their luxury themes.  In the same vein, affluent men consider 
"top-of-the-line," "classy," "craftsmanship," "desirable," "fancy," and "rich" among their luxury yardsticks that 
affluent women do not typically consider. 
 
That gender gap closes somewhat when it comes to the affluents' top 20 brands, with cars leading the way:  
Rolls-Royce, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Lexus, Tesla, Cadillac, Bentley, Ferrari, and Lamborghini are on both 
lists, as well as such luxury stalwarts as Rolex, Louis Vuitton, Coach, Gucci, Tiffany, Cartier, and Chanel.  
Beyond that, however, they again diverge as four favorites on the men's list — Bugatti, Hermès, Apple, and 
Dior — are not to be found on the women's list, which includes Prada, Jaguar, Ralph Lauren, and Neiman 
Marcus. 
 
For luxury marketers and their agencies, these insights should be seen as a battle, not "of" but rather "for" the 
two affluent segments, with major benefits coming to those who know how to tap into both their commonalities 
and their differences to further build their luxury brands. 
 
 
Contents 
 
The following topics are highlighted in this Insights brief: 
 

• All affluents' descriptions of "luxury" 

• All affluents' top 20 "luxury" brands in the world 

• Affluent women's and men's descriptions of "luxury" 

• Affluent women's and men's top 20 "luxury" brands in the world 
 
 
 
 
 



3. 
 

All Affluents' Descriptions of "Luxury" 
 
 
In the most recent Shullman Pulse, we asked our survey respondents to describe in their own words what they 
currently think about when they read, see, or hear the word "luxury."  It's our point of view, based on years of 
conversing with and surveying consumers, that luxury is really defined through the eyes of the consumers.  
And because the affluent marketplace (here defined as adults living in households with household incomes of 
$75,000 or more) is the largest market segment that buys luxury products and services, it would be meaningful 
for marketers and their agencies to understand how consumers currently think about and describe "luxury" as 
the economy starts really recovering. 
 
So what is luxury through the eyes of affluent consumers?  More than 80 themes emerged from our review of 
their descriptions. The following word cloud displays the top 20. 
 

All Affluents' Descriptions of "Luxury" 
 

 
 
Notably, two of the top 20 themes that all affluents use to describe "luxury" are products — cars and jewelry (in 
blue) — while the other 18 (in green) are either nouns or adjectives.  Some of these themes may be viewed as 
positive, while others are negative or neutral in tone.  The number one luxury theme according to affluents is 
"expensive" followed very closely by "quality." 
 



4. 
 

All Affluents' Top 20 "Luxury" Brands in the World 
 
 
After we asked all affluent consumers to describe "luxury" in their own words, we then asked them to tell us 
what they consider to be the #1 luxury brand in the world.  Again, the following word cloud displays only the top 
20 brands that all affluents consider to be the top "luxury" brands in the world. 

 
All Affluents' Top 20 "Luxury" Brands in the World 

 

 
 

 
These top 20 "luxury" brands fall into three different luxury categories:  
 

1. Automotive (tinted blue); 
2. Luxury designer goods (tinted green); and 
3. Watches (tinted orange). 

 
The automotive theme (which was one of the two product themes that all affluents used to describe "luxury" in 
the word cloud on the prior page) accounts for eleven of the top 20 brands, while luxury goods take up eight 
positions and watches achieve only one position among the top 20.  At the top of the list is Rolls Royce, the #1 
"luxury" brand among all affluent consumers, while Rolex is ranked #2. 
 
Notably, most of these 20 brands have been in the luxury marketplace for many years and originated in 
Europe.  Finally, three are relatively new: Tesla (an American brand started up in 2003), Lexus (a Japanese 
brand introduced in 1989), and Ralph Lauren, another American brand that started in 1967 by selling Polo ties. 
 
As for the brands that didn't make it into this cloud of the top 20, the year 2015 should bring considerable 
opportunities and challenges for those marketers and their agencies to break through into the upper echelons 
of "luxury." 
 



5. 
 

Affluent Women's and Men's Descriptions of "Luxury" 
 
Do affluent women describe "luxury" differently than affluent men?  As the two word clouds that follow clearly 
show, a number of "luxury" themes are alike among affluent women and men.  For both women and men in the 
affluent marketplace, "expensive" is what they think about most frequently when they read, hear, or see the 
word "luxury," followed again by "quality." 
 

Affluent Women 
 

 

 
 

Affluent Men 
 

 
 
Notably, affluent women include six "luxury" themes that affluent men do not include among their top 20: 
"jewelry," "premium," "best," "fine," "designer," and "money."  And (not to be different from their female 
counterparts), affluent men also include six themes among their top 20 "luxury" themes that affluent women do 
not include: "top-of-the-line," "classy," "craftsmanship," "desirable," "fancy," and "rich." 
 



6. 
 

Affluent Women's and Men's Top 20 "Luxury" Brands in the World 
 
When it comes to what types of brands are included in their top 20 "luxury" brands, automotive brands figure in 
the affluent women's "luxury" brand cloud as well as in the affluent men’s cloud, with ten auto brands included 
in both lists, although auto brands are less prominent in the women's list.  The # 1 "luxury" brand among all 
affluent women is a designer luxury goods brand — Gucci — followed by Louis Vuitton; while among affluent 
men the # 1 "luxury" brand is Rolls-Royce, followed by Rolex.  
  

Affluent Women 
 

 

 
 

Affluent Men 
 

 
 
Notably, among the top 20 brands included in the affluent women's "luxury" brand cloud, four of the brands are 
not included in the affluent men's brand cloud: Prada, Jaguar, Ralph Lauren, and Neiman Marcus.  In the 
affluent men's "luxury" brand cloud, four brands are not included among the women's top 20: Bugatti, Hermès, 
Apple, and Dior.  
 



7. 
 

About This Survey 
 
The insights and data presented in this report are based on the Shullman Luxury, Affluence and Wealth 
Pulse, fall 2014 wave, conducted online between August 22 and August 27, 2014, among adults age 18 or 
older.  Five sample groups (a total of 1,665 respondents) were surveyed that included a representative national 
sample of adults (1,003 interviews), plus four household-income segments that were targeted to obtain the 
following number of completed interviews, resulting in a total of 1,056 interviews among upscale consumers 
with household incomes of at least $75,000  
 

 $75,000 to $149,999: 303 interviews 
 $150,000 to $249,999: 250 interviews 
 $250,000 to $499,999: 251 interviews 
 $500,000 or more: 252 interviews 

 

Additionally, 497 respondents in this survey wave reported that their personal net worth was $1,000,000 or 
more and have been classified as millionaires. 
 
Survey results were weighted on demographic characteristics to reflect estimates from the March 2013 Current 
Population Survey of the Bureau of the Census released in September 2013. 
 
 
About Insights Into Luxury, Affluence and Wealth 
 
Insights briefs are published 11 times per calendar year.  An 11-issue subscription is $1,500 per year.  Single 
issues are available for $200 each. 
 
 
About the Shullman Research Center 
 
The Shullman Research Center (www.shullman.net) is a full-service marketing research and consulting 
organization that focuses on luxury, affluent, and wealthy consumers.  Among its offerings is the Shullman 
Luxury, Affluence and Wealth Pulse, the most comprehensive and authoritative source of insights about 
these key markets.  This ongoing study focuses on the future purchasing plans and optimism levels of upscale 
America's consumers, their perspectives on current events, their shopping, buying, saving, and investing, and 
their media platform behaviors and attitudes. 
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